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The views expressed in this article are those of Ben Lloyd and should not be
considered as advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or hold a particular
investment. They reflect personal opinion and should not be taken as statements
of fact nor should any reliance be placed on them when making investment
decisions.
This communication was produced and approved in September 2020 and has
not been updated subsequently. It represents views held at the time of writing
and may not reflect current thinking.
Potential for Profit and Loss
All investment strategies have the potential for profit and loss, your or your
clients’ capital may be at risk. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.
Stock Examples
Any stock examples and images used in this article are not intended to
represent recommendations to buy or sell, neither is it implied that they will
prove profitable in the future. It is not known whether they will feature in any
future portfolio produced by us. Any individual examples will represent only a
small part of the overall portfolio and are inserted purely to help illustrate our
investment style.
This article contains information on investments which does not constitute
independent research. Accordingly, it is not subject to the protections afforded
to independent research and Baillie Gifford and its staff may have dealt in the
investments concerned.
Legal Notices
MSCI makes no express or implied warranties or representations and shall have
no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI data contained herein. The
MSCI data may not be further redistributed or used as a basis for other indexes
or any securities or financial products. This report is not approved, endorsed,
reviewed or produced by MSCI. None of the MSCI data is intended to constitute
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kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such.
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Two Chinese men playing Go. Image from circa 1870–1890.

You can’t win at go with
a chess mindset
2

DR. GRAHAM ALLISON, 2017
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INTRODUCTION
BY BEN LLOYD

The world is witnessing significant structural economic changes. These include
some big, decade-long trends that excite us as fund managers with a long-term
investment horizon. The future is inherently uncertain, but the acceleration of
disruption, developments in innovation and shifts in consumption patterns will
create winners and losers. China will play a critical role.
Geo-economics is altering the balance of global power and changing the world’s
ideas about politics, economics and order. Increasingly, companies and countries
will have to understand the thinking process and viewpoints of China’s government,
its companies and its consumers.
The following note expands on Baillie Gifford’s approach to China. An investment
philosophy based on long-term investment horizons, focusing on upside and the
asymmetry of equity returns, and seeking information sources whose time-horizons
and insights are rarely incorporated efficiently into stock markets.

The Market
Quarters

Pessimism and
loss aversion
Narrow and
homogeneous

Baillie Gifford
Timescales

Growth focus

Perspectives

>5 years

Optimism and
upside
Broad and
diverse

Baillie Gifford’s investment perspective is very long term because they
understand generating above-average returns requires participation in
disruptive and secular shifts that play out over multiple years, maybe decades.
– Alibaba
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GOING INTO
PARTNERSHIP –
CULTURE AND
STABILITY
Being genuinely long term and patient
in approach may sound simple, but it
isn’t easy.
Baillie Gifford is a multi-generational
private partnership founded in 1908.
All partners work in the business. We
have no business outside investment
and have grown organically for over
a century. This partnership structure
is rare among large investment
management companies. We have no
short-term commercial imperatives
and no outside shareholders to distract
us. This creates one key advantage;
we can focus solely on what we do
best, seeking out long-term investment
returns for our clients.

our analysts and portfolio managers
in-house, we are able to combine a
common culture with an atmosphere
that encourages vigorous debate.
Regardless of seniority, all fund
managers are first and foremost
analysts. They spend the lion’s share
of their time researching companies.
That’s also why we value portfolio
construction groups and avoid the
tendency to prize individual fund
managers.

This is how we offer something
different. Our route to delivering
long-term returns for clients involves
us sticking to a single philosophy
– one focused on growth, looking
over longer time periods, seeking
As part of our investment research,
information from those who share
we focus on governance and culture.
our time horizons, contemplating
In our own business, the organisational the upside of an investment and
stability created by our ownership
recognising that a key source of
structure is a key advantage. Most of
alpha is gained from holding on to
our investment professionals begin
your winners.
their career on Baillie Gifford’s
Only a small number of companies
graduate training programme and
matter to stock market returns. This
few come from a traditional finance
thinking is critical to how we go about
education. We value curious thinkers
finding the exciting companies that get
willing to contemplate an uncertain
into our China portfolios.
future. By training the majority of
5
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TIME HORIZONS – THINKING
IN DECADES NOT QUARTERS
requires a willingness to be different, to accept uncertainty
and the possibility of being wrong. Most of all, it requires
a rejection of the now conventional wisdom that has
led our industry astray: investment management is not
about processing power, trading and speed. It is about
imagination, creativity and working
constructively on behalf of our
clients with inspiring individuals and
Actual investors
companies who have greater ideas
imagine ‘what if?’
than our own.

Over the last century, the increasingly short-horizon
perspective of market-driven economics, the next-election
perspective of democracies, and the rapid speed of
technological development have lead investors away
from core tenets of patience and long-termism.
Companies grow over time. The true
value of a business is rarely determined
by what will happen in the next few
quarters but instead what will happen in
the many years ahead. It is over years
that deep changes in industries and
behaviour occur and that competitive
advantage and management excellence
are recognised.
In the investment world, being able
to think and act independently of the
structures and short-term incentives
in traditional finance is an important
advantage. A large market opportunity
is created by the inefficiencies of a
financial world chasing immediate
gains. Over time, agency issues have
got in the way. We have little interest
in short-term trading or speculation,
where money is lost to market makers
in commissions on high turnover. To
us, investing fundamentally involves
the creative deployment of capital
into tangible, return-generating
opportunities. Helping create, shape
and benefit from the ultimate wealth
creation. We call this ‘actual’ investing.
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Not ‘what is’.

Actual investors
emphasise what
might go right.
Not wrong.
Actual investors
help shape the
new world.
Not shore up
the old one.
Actual investors
build relationships.
Not just portfolios.

Actual investment is not easy in our world of 24-hour
news and quarterly earnings cycles, where complexity
and noise is confused with rational judgement. It requires
the resolve to focus only on what really matters, to think
independently and to maintain a long-term perspective. It

This approach is even more relevant
in China. In 2015, turnover of the
A-share market peaked at almost 500
per cent. This has since fallen, but
average holding periods remain under
six months. If you’re holding something
for such a short time period, then you’re
unlikely to be focused on the drivers
of long-term business opportunities,
sustainability and governance that
we see as a core element of our
fundamental long-term research. This
is exacerbated by fund managers
being forced to worry about weekly
or monthly performance; the antithesis of our approach, which leads to
speculating on share prices and not on
understanding industry trends, business
cultures and strategy.

Fighting that instinct to involve
ourselves in conventional market
short-termism requires important
behavioural and cultural traits. We can
think differently and independently, and that provides our
opportunity. We care little about next quarter’s earnings,
sentiment or news-flow-driven momentum. This is
reflected in the dialogue we have with management teams,
and consequently in the quality of relationships we build.
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Don’t just take our
word for it…

Tencent says:
Baillie Gifford stands out in terms of its:
Long view and patience – our business is buffeted
by plenty of short-term noise, most of which
represents a distraction from the core long- term
drivers. Many investment firms get distracted and
thrown off course by the noise, Baillie Gifford focuses
on the signal, sticks with the drivers, and generates
the benefits. For example, most funds spent 2018
second-guessing the timing of regulatory adjustments
for China’s internet sector, while Baillie Gifford dug
into the underlying dynamics of mobile payment
opening up internet financial services in China.
Global perspective – we ourselves interact with and
invest in companies in the same technology sector
(e.g., social networking, electric vehicle) globally,
and try to cultivate single teams or individuals with
the global perspective and global relationship. Baillie
Gifford is one of very few institutional investors where
we similarly see the same individuals or teams taking a
global view and making global decisions, for example
for the electric vehicle industry.
Willingness to be contrarian – Most institutional
investors in the internet are somewhat trend-following.
Baillie Gifford is unusual in its willingness to take bold
positions based on its research and industry
knowledge. For example, 17 of our investee companies
conducted IPOs in 2018, most big long-only investors
invested small amounts in all the large market cap IPOs
and avoided the small market cap IPOs, whereas Baillie
Gifford completely avoided some IPOs and was the
single largest investor in other, subsequently
successful, IPOs.

Meituan Dianping says:

Clock-driven celestial globe, Chinese, 1830.
© SSPL/Getty Images.

Baillie Gifford was one of the leading investors in
Meituan Dianping’s private placements and IPO. Its
[Baillie Gifford’s] investment team has a deep
understanding of China’s internet space and has been
keen to follow company development and business
fundamentals through active dialogues with
management. We are very impressed by Baillie Gifford’s
long-term investment philosophy and respect of
management team and entrepreneurship. After they
built confidence in the industry, company and
management team based on sufficient due diligence,
they made their investment decisively and have been
our supporter along the road.

7
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INFORMATION –
BE DIFFERENT
In the midst of chaos, there is always opportunity.
ATTRIBUTED TO SUN TZU ‘ART OF WAR’

Great ideas don’t come from staring
at a screen, coverage lists or research
targets. We think the best insights come
from outside of the financial world. If
you want to perform differently to the
market, you need to do things that are
different to the market.
We strongly believe in the benefit
of perspective derived from on-theground research in China, balanced
with a global perspective gained from
sharing analysis and open discussions
with our Edinburgh office.

8

Because we expect our average
holding periods to be over five years,
our time horizons are not very well
aligned with the very short-term
nature of the Chinese stock markets
and the quarterly focus of traditional
finance found in Shanghai and Hong
Kong. It is therefore no surprise that
we seek information from a wide
variety of different sources who share
our timeframe of analysis. It was
Benjamin Franklin who highlighted
that an investment in knowledge is

better understanding future challenges
and opportunities for the companies
we hold. We are always looking out
for disruptive companies with the
possibility of shaping parts of the
future. Reputation is critical here.
By providing long-term capital and
support to business owners whose
Academia provides us with different
vision is not always well understood
perspectives and very long-time
or valued in the stock market, we
horizons. When looking for companies have built strong relationships in
to invest in, we are thinking about
China which are highly informative
what the world might look like in
and help us to look toward exciting
ten years’ time. We want to better
opportunities in the future.
understand important trends, how
these will impact society in the future, These relationships, often built on trust
and what that means for the companies and reputation over many years, help
open doors across a range of interesting
we are thinking of investing in. A
private and public companies, ensure
good example here would be our
management teams are aware of our
academic relationship with Tsinghua
University in Beijing which is helping approach and philosophy, and in doing
so, help position us and our thinking in
us to deepen our understanding of
a different light to much of the market.
how technology is transforming the
That’s why companies often make
healthcare sector in China.
introductions for us, and how we get to
Our ability to sustain meaningful
know and understand businesses like
interactions with long-term, visionary Meituan and Bytedance early in their
founders and CEOs is also key to
growth stages.
the one that pays the best interest. We
would agree. We prioritise meetings
with academics, industry specialists
and owners of businesses who think
about their strategy, not analysers of
those businesses who think about next
quarter’s earnings.
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Baijiu Production Inside China’s Biggest Distiller Kweichow Moutai Co. © Bloomberg/Getty Images.

Perspective: Global and Local
Does being a large shareholder in Tesla inform our thoughts on the future of EVs
and energy, where Nio may be on its development path or help deepen relationships
with key supply chain companies like CATL? Absolutely. On top of that, knowing
Samsung SDI and LG Chem helps position the opportunity set and competitive
landscape for CATL too…
Does having owned Illumina for almost a decade help when it comes to
understanding the outlook for Berry Genomics and BGI? Yes. But there are
gaps. That’s why we’ve built a relationship with Tsinghua University’s genomics
department, and how we’ve attracted two students to join us for an internship.
But then some things are unique. Being on the ground helps understand consumer
shifts. There is no sector in the world like the Chinese liquor, Baijiu. Few outside of
China have heard of it, let alone tried it, and yet it outsells vodka, whisky, gin, tequila
and rum put together, globally!
No other countries of China’s scale are so under researched, which provides a
genuine opportunity for true stock pickers. We think that balancing the local and
the global perspective is an important creator of value when thinking on the five
plus years timescales that we do.

9
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
– IGNORING INDICES
Why is it important to be long term and upside focused? If we think
in decades not years, we can often see a different picture. A large
part of China’s indices are made up of old economy companies in
capital-heavy industries dominated by state-owned-enterprises such
as financials, energy and transport. As growth investors, we’re more
focused on the innovative and disruptive trends of the future, not
those of the past. Academic evidence suggests that much of the market
doesn’t matter: it is the small number of big winners that truly drive
investor returns. Our approach to navigating change, ignoring indices
and focusing on the long term has proved successful and stands us in
good stead for the future. This is as true of China as anywhere else.
There are over 5000 listed Chinese companies. At Baillie Gifford,
we invest in approximately 100 on our clients’ behalf.

10
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With more than three times the number of mobile
phone users than the US, with an engaged
younger, tech-savvy generation using superapps like WeChat and Meituan, it is no surprise
that China is leading the world in ecommerce
penetration, online payments and food delivery.
The next disruptive steps look to the ‘cloud’,
be it office automation, Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) systems, on-demand doctor
appointments, education or gaming. Barriers to
adoption for many internet businesses have come
down and competitive moats for some of the
key digital companies, all of which benefit from
network effects, look to be widening.
We are also finding innovative and exciting
growth companies in other sectors, benefiting
from the rise in consumer wealth, a shift in
the economy towards the service sector, and
a medium-term focus of government on areas
like industrial upgrading, environmental
sustainability and healthcare reform.
Many industries are not only becoming
automated, they are completely re-architecting
the way they do business. In places where we
see significant scope for disruption, including
the likes of transportation, streaming, insurance
and retail, there are exciting companies whose
growth when looked at in the rear-view mirror,
may be insignificant relative to the opportunities
they have ahead of them. In this environment,
the best can continue to get much better.
Yet despite the excitement and opportunities, old
economy sectors such as financials, industrials,
real estate and materials still account for a
significant part of the index. In this environment
of disruption, the traditional focus of portfolio
managers to start with the largest index
constituents and work down the index is clearly
misguided. We want to give ourselves the best
chance of owning the outliers.

Resisting the Marshmallow
In 1970, Walter Mischel developed the ‘Marshmallow
Experiment’ for children to demonstrate how patience
and the postponement of self-gratification are powerful
predictors of success in life. We see parallels in the
irrational mindset of many market professionals eager
for instant gratification. At Baillie Gifford, resisting
eating the marshmallow is one cornerstone of our
investment success. We do this by running winners
and not taking profits in shares that have gone up,
when others simply can’t resist doing so. Having
succumbed to a quick feast, they then miss out on
the continuing growth. Tencent issued shares at its
IPO 2004 giving it a market cap of HK$6.2 billion.
We first bought shares in the company in 2006 after
it had doubled. Tempted to sell at HK$100 billion or
HK$200 billion? In annual client meetings since, one
of the most frequently asked questions has been,
‘Surely, you’re going to take profits in Tencent now?’.
The answer is, “No, as it is still growing strongly with
exciting future prospects”. In July 2020, Tencent’s
market cap was over HK$4.5 trillion. This is an extreme
example, but it does highlight that for returns to grow
to be outliers, it is as a result of the length of holding
period and the ability to resist taking profits while
opportunities still exist.

Credit: Josie Garner / Alamy Stock Photo.
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Electronic screen displaying turnover, market indices and index futures
at Hong Kong Stock Exchange, March 2020 in Hong Kong, China.
© China News Service/Getty images.
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CONCLUSION
To perform differently from the market, you need
to think and act differently. To be able to do so
requires a culture and philosophy with no external
pressures where incentives and timeframes of
analysis and ownership are aligned.
China has a market structure driven by shorttermism, high turnover and an index that retains
large weightings in many old economy and stateowned sectors. Being caught up in daily news flow,
focused on quarterly earnings, and trading on
momentum leaves significant market inefficiencies
that we as fundamental stock-pickers get excited
about. A genuinely differentiated long-term
and patient approach can capture outsize
returns over a corresponding timeframe.
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Let China sleep;
when she wakes, she
will shake the world
NAPOLEON, 1817
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Baillie Gifford Group pursuant to applicable laws.
Baillie Gifford Investment Management (Shanghai)
Limited is incorporated in Shanghai in the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) as a wholly foreign-owned
limited liability company under the Company Law
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited provides investment
of the PRC, the Law of the PRC on Wholly Foreignmanagement and advisory services to non-UK Professional/ owned Enterprises and its implementing rules, and
Institutional clients only. Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited
other relevant laws and regulations of the PRC. Baillie
is wholly owned by Baillie Gifford & Co. Baillie Gifford & Gifford Investment Management (Shanghai) Limited is
Co and Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited are authorised and registered with the Shanghai Municipal Administration
regulated by the FCA in the UK.
for Market Regulation, with a unified social credit code of
91310000MA1FL6KQ30, with its registered office at Unit
Persons resident or domiciled outside the UK should
4203-04, One Museum Place, 669 Xin Zha Road, Jing An
consult with their professional advisers as to whether they
District, Shanghai 200041, China.
require any governmental or other consents in order to
enable them to invest, and with their tax advisers for advice
Hong Kong
relevant to their own particular circumstances.
Baillie Gifford & Co and Baillie Gifford & Co Limited
are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA). Baillie Gifford & Co Limited is an
Authorised Corporate Director of OEICs.

Baillie Gifford Investment Management (Europe) Limited
provides investment management and advisory services to
European (excluding UK) clients. It was incorporated in
Ireland in May 2018 and is authorised by the Central Bank
of Ireland. Through its MiFID passport, it has established
Baillie Gifford Investment Management (Europe)
Limited (Frankfurt Branch) to market its investment
management and advisory services and distribute Baillie
Gifford Worldwide Funds plc in Germany. Baillie Gifford
Investment Management (Europe) Limited also has a
representative office in Zurich, Switzerland pursuant
to Art. 58 of the Federal Act on Financial Institutions
(“FinIA”). It does not constitute a branch and therefore
does not have authority to commit Baillie Gifford
Investment Management (Europe) Limited. It is the
intention to ask for the authorisation by the Swiss Financial
Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) to maintain
this representative office of a foreign asset manager of
collective assets in Switzerland pursuant to the applicable
transitional provisions of FinIA. Baillie Gifford Investment
Management (Europe) Limited is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited, which is
wholly owned by Baillie Gifford & Co.
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Baillie Gifford Investment Management (Shanghai)
Limited is wholly owned by Baillie Gifford Overseas
Limited and may provide investment research to the

Baillie Gifford Asia (Hong Kong) Limited
柏基亞洲(香港)有限公司 is wholly owned by
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited and holds a Type 1
licence from the Securities & Futures Commission of
Hong Kong to market and distribute Baillie Gifford’s
range of collective investment schemes to professional
investors in Hong Kong. Baillie Gifford Asia (Hong Kong)
Limited 柏基亞洲(香港)有限公司 can be contacted at
Room 3009-3010, One International Finance Centre,
1 Harbour ViewStreet, Central, Hong Kong. Telephone
+852 3756 5700.
South Korea
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited is licensed with the
Financial Services Commission in South Korea as a
cross border Discretionary Investment Manager and
Non-discretionary Investment Adviser.
Japan
Mitsubishi UFJ Baillie Gifford Asset Management Limited
(‘MUBGAM’) is a joint venture company between
Mitsubishi UFJ Trust & Banking Corporation and Baillie
Gifford Overseas Limited. MUBGAM is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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Australia

Oman

This material is provided on the basis that you are
a wholesale client as defined within s761G of the
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). Baillie Gifford Overseas
Limited (ARBN 118 567 178) is registered as a foreign
company under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). It
is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian
Financial Services License under the Corporations Act
2001 (Cth) in respect of these financial services provided
to Australian wholesale clients. Baillie Gifford Overseas
Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority under UK laws which differ from those
applicable in Australia.

Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited (“BGO”) neither has a
registered business presence nor a representative office in
Oman and does not undertake banking business or provide
financial services in Oman. Consequently, BGO is not
regulated by either the Central Bank of Oman or Oman’s
Capital Market Authority. No authorization, licence or
approval has been received from the Capital Market
Authority of Oman or any other regulatory authority in
Oman, to provide such advice or service within Oman.
BGO does not solicit business in Oman and does not
market, offer, sell or distribute any financial or investment
products or services in Oman and no subscription to any
securities, products or financial services may or will be
consummated within Oman. The recipient of this document
represents that it is a financial institution or a sophisticated
investor (as described in Article 139 of the Executive
Regulations of the Capital Market Law) and that its
officers/employees have such experience in business and
financial matters that they are capable of evaluating the
merits and risks of investments.

South Africa
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited is registered as a
Foreign Financial Services Provider with the
Financial Sector Conduct Authority in South Africa.
Canada
Baillie Gifford International LLC is wholly owned by
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited; it was formed in
Delaware in 2005 and is registered with the SEC. It is
the legal entity through which Baillie Gifford Overseas
Limited provides client service and marketing functions
in North America. Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited is
registered with the SEC in the United States of America.
The Manager is not resident in Canada, its head office
and principal place of business is in Edinburgh, Scotland.
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited is regulated in Canada
as a portfolio manager and exempt market dealer with
the Ontario Securities Commission. Its portfolio manager
licence is currently passported into Alberta, Quebec,
Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Newfoundland & Labrador
whereas the exempt market dealer licence is passported
across all Canadian provinces and territories. Baillie Gifford
Investment Management (Europe) Limited (‘BGE’) relies
on the International Investment Fund Manager Exemption
in the provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

Qatar
This strategy is only being offered to a limited number
of investors who are willing and able to conduct an
independent investigation of the risks involved. This does
not constitute an offer to the public and is for the use only
of the named addressee and should not be given or shown
to any other person (other than employees, agents, or
consultants in connection with the addressee’s consideration
thereof). Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited has not been
and will not be registered with Qatar Central Bank or under
any laws of the State of Qatar. No transactions will be
concluded in your jurisdiction and any inquiries regarding
the strategy should be made to Baillie Gifford.
Israel
Baillie Gifford Overseas is not licensed under Israel’s
Regulation of Investment Advising, Investment Marketing
and Portfolio Management Law, 5755-1995 (the Advice
Law) and does not carry insurance pursuant to the Advice
Law. This document is only intended for those categories
of Israeli residents who are qualified clients listed on the
First Addendum to the Advice Law.
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For more intellectual capital
on the China A-Share
market, please see our other
pieces Changing China and
Governance in China.
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